SAFETY & OPERATING GUIDE

Garden Roller
Water Fillable

BASIC SAFETY

Before using this equipment and to avoid personal
injury, carefully read and understand these
instructions. If there is anything you do not
understand, DO NOT use this equipment, contact
the hire company for advice.
Make sure you are aware of all safety requirements
and that this equipment is suitable for the task you
wish to undertake.

The work area must be cordoned off from the
general public and bystanders.

This equipment must not be used by persons who
are under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Do not
use this equipment if you are tired or unwell.
This equipment must only be used by
persons who are medically fit to do so. If
you have any medical condition, are
recovering from any medical condition or
suffer from any mental or physical
disability, you MUST seek professional
medical advice before using this equipment.

You MUST perform a risk assessment before using
this equipment to ensure your safety and the safety
of others.

Wear the correct Personal Protective Equipment for
the task ahead.
Steel toecap boots must be worn when using
this equipment.

Do not wear loose jewellery or clothing that may get
in the way or become trapped in the equipment. Tie
back long hair.

When empty, this equipment weighs
approximately 13KG. When full of water, its
weight to greater than 60KG, do not attempt to lift it.

The Garden Roller is heavy and can cause serious
injury keep hands and feet clear of the underside of
the unit.

Inform everyone in the work area of what you are
doing.
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Carefully inspect the equipment before use, if there
is any doubt about its condition, DO NOT USE IT.

PREPARATION

To roll an area of soil/lawn, the ground must be in a
suitable condition, neither too dry or too wet.

This equipment is not suitable for rolling areas
which have large stones close to the top surface.
Always check the area for hidden obstructions such
as bricks and discarded metal.

Prior to using this equipment, it is advisable to
inspect and prepare the area to be worked on.

Clear the area of any debris or moveable obstacle
which could either damage the Garden Roller or
hinder your progress.

Pay careful attention to head height obstacles such
as washing lines or low branches.

If rolling a lawn, it must firstly be cut and cleared to
allow the Garden Roller to work properly.

SETTING UP

The Garden Roller must be filled with water before
use.

It is best to fill the Roller when positioned on
soil/lawn rather than on a hard surface such as a
path or drive. Once full, the Rollerʼs surface will be
damaged if moved over a hard surface.

Place the Roller on the soil/lawn, turn it on its side
with the filler plug upper most.

The plug requires no special tools just a suitable
implement to slot into it, the handle of an adjustable
spanner for instance.

Remove the plug by turning anticlockwise and
place somewhere safe.

Ideally, using a garden hose, fill the Garden Roller
with fresh clean water.

Once full, replace the filler plug ensuring that the
plug seal ring is present, securing hand tight.
Taking care, lower the Garden Roller onto the
soil/lawn.
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OPERATING THE GARDEN ROLLER

Filler Plug
Wing
Nuts

Scraper
Bar

Drum

Simply walk the roller over the soil/lawn until the
task is complete.

Adjust the scraper as required, if no soil deposits
adhere to the drum, the scraper can be adjusted
clear to reduce noise when moving. Simply turn the
wing nuts clockwise to raise the scraper clear.

Always adjust the scraper evenly so that it is an
equal distance along its length

If the Garden Roller is compressing the surface too
much, you should reduce the quantity of water in
the drum.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE & CLEANING

Regularly clean the Garden Rollerʼs outer surface
of mud deposits.

When not being used, store the unit in a clean
condition and in a safe place away from thieves and
unauthorised users.

FINALLY

Carefully remove the filler plug and allow the drum
to empty. Once empty, replace the plug then give
everything a thorough clean ready for return.

NOTE

Failure to clean the equipment thoroughly may
make you liable to a cleaning charge.
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Information on vibration levels, weights and sound levels in
this guide were obtained from the manufacturer and correct at
time of print. No liability will be accepted for any inaccuracies.

